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Geneva Call in the Press

Western Sahara's Polisario pledges landmine ban, appeals to Morocco

Source: Agence France Presse - 1 November 2005

Western Sahara's Polisario Front pledged Thursday to no longer use anti-personnel landmines and called on Morocco to
sign up to an international ban on the weapons.

Polisario leaders signed the "Geneva Call", a process set up by non-governmental organisations that tries to get rebel
groups to follow a corresponding international treaty, the Ottawa Convention, banning anti-personnel landmines.

The separatist group has been fighting Moroccan forces for control of Western Sahara, a former Spanish colony whose
annexation by Morocco triggered the hostilities 29 years ago. The two sides concluded a ceasefire in 1991.

Morocco has not signed the 1997 Ottawa Convention, which currently includes 144 states.

Polisario's defence minister, Mohamed Lamine El Bouhali, said Morocco had laid an estimated seven million landmines,
mainly along its 2,000 kilometre-long defensive line through the desert.

"We hope this courageous initiative will produce the hoped-for initiative from the other party. We urge the Moroccan
government to sign the Ottawa Convention as quickly as possible," El Bouhali said.

The Polisario had used thousands of landmines during the conflict, he added.

It had not imported the weapons but relied mainly on a stock of 6,000 landmines stolen from the Moroccan army.

About 525 inhabitants of the Western Sahara region have been wounded by landmine blasts and 30 others killed since
2001, according to the separatist group.

Geneva Call's organisers say that 28 rebel groups, including the western Sahara separatists and other groups in Burundi,
south Sudan, Somalia, northeast India, Myanmar, the Philippines, and Iraqi Kurdistan, have signed up to the non-State
ban.
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